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We calculate angular correlations between coincident electron-positron  pairs emitted in heavy-ion col- 
lisions with nuclear time delay.  Special attention is directed to a cornparison of supercritical and subcrit- 
ical  systems, where angular correlations of  pairs  produced  in  collisions  of  bare U  nuclei  are found  to 
alter their sign  for  nuclear delay times of  the order of  2x  10-~' s.  This effect  is  shown  to occur ex- 
clusively in supercritical systems, where spontaneous positron creation is active. 
PACS numbers:  25.70.-z,  12.20.Ds, 34.50.Fa 
The process  of  spontaneous positron  emission  is  inti- 
mately  connected  to  the  theory  of  quantum  electro- 
dynamics of  strong fields.'  If  two nuclei with combined 
charge Zu  =Z1  +Zz? 174 are brought closely together, 
theory predicts a vacant  lsa  state to dive into the lower 
continuum and to decay subsequently into adjacent posi- 
tron states.  Other predictions, such as productions of 
inner-shell  holes,  6 electrons, and positrons  induced  by 
the  rapid  variation  of  the  electromagnetic  field  during 
the  collision,  have  been  studied  in  many  heavy-ion 
scattering e~~eriments,~-~  and their gross properties are 
well understood. 
However,  currently  available  experimental  evidence 
cannot prove the spontaneous emission of  positrons asso- 
ciated with  the decay of  the  lso  resonance.  As conse- 
quence of  the short time scale of the collision and the re- 
sulting Heisenberg broadening no qualitative signature is 
expected in the positron spectra, apart from a steep, but 
smooth increase in  intensity with  the nuclear charge 2. 
In supercritical collisions with time delay due to nuclear 
contact one expects that the spontaneous decay process is 
enhanced, eventually leading to the emergence of  a peak 
structure  in  the  positron  ~~ectrum.'~~  Unfortunately, 
rather long delay times of the order  1OP2O s are required 
to obtain a clear signal.  In  the following  we  will  there- 
fore  investigate  the  angular  correlations  of  coincident 
electron-positron  pairs  created  in  heavy-ion  collisions, 
which  will  be  shown  to  provide  further  information  on 
the pair-creation  process, being  particularly  sensitive to 
the presence of  spontaneous positron production. 
We calculate the emission  probability for electrons of 
energy E, - emitted into the direction p, -/  I p, - I  in coin- 
cidence  with  positrons  with  energy E,+ ernitted  in  the 
direction  p,  +/ 1 p, +  I .  We employ the semiclassical  for- 
malism of  coupled-channel eq~ations.~  Electron screen- 
ing is  taken into account within  the adiabatic Hartree- 
Fock-Slater  approximation.9  In  order to deterrnine the 
propagation  directions of  ernitted particles we  transforrn 
the  solutions  of  the  time-dependent  two-center  Dirac 
problem  from  the  spherical-basis  representation  with 
good  total  angular  momentum  to a  basis  Set  of  Coul- 
omb-distorted  plane-wave  states2 Angular correlations 
should result from the interference of  partial waves with 
different  parity  and  angular momentum.1°  We restrict 
our calculations to the monopole  approxirnation, taking 
into  account  only  the  dominant  angular  rnomentum 
channels s 112  and p  (K  = f  1 ).  This is expected to be 
justified,  because as a result of the strong relativistic con- 
traction  of  the  electronic states in  these  channels their 
matrix  elements are dominant over  those  connecting to 
higher  K values.  The good  agreement of  experimental 
data  with  predictions  for  single-emission  probabilities 
validates this approximation.  The final result for the 
number  of  e +e - pairs  created  in  a  collision  surnmed 
-]  over the helicities of the electron and positron is2>l3 
with the phase 
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